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>> We acknowledge the high frequency of emails that we are distributing to keep
our stakeholders updated on timely information that matters to our sector. Please

note, the subject line of news emails is QS Bulletin so they are easily distinguishable
from regular communications.

Q Shelter details economic and social legacy
framework for Brisbane 2032 Games, calling
for world best in social inclusion legacy

Dear colleagues 
  
I am writing to let you know that Q Shelter has just released a report today called ‘Go for
Gold: a social inclusion legacy for the 2032 Olympic and Paralympic Games’. 
  
The report covers five themes with over 40 proposed solutions to improve the legacy from
Brisbane 2032:

Housing
Homelessness
Economic participation
Governance
Monitoring and evaluation.

We intend for the report to inform our ongoing advocacy to ensure Brisbane 2032 does not
cause adverse impacts on vulnerable Queenslanders. The report proposes innovative
solutions to housing supply, homelessness responses and opportunities for economic
participation. 
  
We are providing a special briefing about the report to our members and stakeholders,
webinar details below. We genuinely hope this report can inform your own input to
Government about how the Games can leave a genuine legacy for social inclusion. As a
follow up, Q Shelter will later engage stakeholders in planning sessions to test ideas and
populate a more detailed plan. 
  
Go for Gold briefing: a report by Q Shelter on a social inclusion legacy from
Brisbane 2032 
Tuesday 26 July 2022 
2.00pm-2.45pm 
Zoom Webinar 
Register here. 

https://mailchi.mp/787e7ccb2e16/qs-urges-treasurer-to-reconsider-indexation-rates-7276917?e=[UNIQID]
https://thedeck.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Go-for-Gold-Legacy-Report-Q-Shelter.pdf
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/387924952977
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For more information please contact Jackson Hills at Jackson.hills@qshelter.asn.au or
on 3831 5900. 
  
Yours sincerely 
Fiona Caniglia. 
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